**Website:** A collection of online informational pages on the world wide web that typically covers related topics

**Structure:** Last, F. M. (Year, Month Date Published). Article Title. *Website Title*. Retrieved Month Date, Year, from URL

Structure: Last, F. M. (Year, Month Date Published). Article Title. Website Title. Retrieved Month Date, Year, from URL

Blog definition: A website with regular entries that allows commentary and discussion

Structure: Last, F. M. (Year, Month Date Published). Article Title [Type of blog post]. Retrieved Month Date, Year, from URL

Blog article

Date published: 5/3/10

Author: Eric Schonfeld

Types of Blog Posts: Standard blog post = [Web log post]; Podcast or Audio Blog = [Audio Blog post]; Vlog or Video Blog = [Video blog post]

Date accessed: Only include if the source is one that might change